The Elementary Career Interest Explorer that was suggested in the activity had a link to https://www.cfnc.org/index.jsp that I explored. At the bottom of this page was a link to a game called Jobs in Pawland. https://paws.xap.com/.

I would use this Jobs in Pawland activity with students, rather than the one suggested. The Jobs in Pawland animated website seems more engaging than the Elementary Career Interest Explorer. It includes four activities for students to complete: JobLand, Job Finder, ABC Search and an interactive Quiz. It also has the option to read the Job Finder questions to them, so you could give it to students as young as Kindergarten. I would say that it would be most appropriate for kids in K-4 grade, but I do think that students up to 5\textsuperscript{th} grade would learn from it. (They might find it a little juvenile.)

I would explain the website to them, then have them start with the Job Finder activity. This activity asks them 26 interest inventory questions, and gives them feedback on what types of careers they may like based on their answers. They could then proceed with the other activities on the website. I would move to the JobLand activity next, as it explains to them what people in their interest area do for jobs. After exploring JobLand, they could move to the Quiz activity. It asks them to answer questions about jobs and then they put together a scrambled puzzle from the correct answer cards. The ABC Search activity is an alphabetic listing of jobs and their descriptions. This would be a good activity to explore if the career(s) they had in mind didn’t come up as a choice for them. As a culminating event, I would have them complete a worksheet coloring in a person to represent their job and listing five things that person would need to know or be able to do to complete their work. (See page 2 for worksheet)
My Dream Job

Draw and color what you think you would wear to work in your dream job. Be sure to label what the job is!

My Dream Job Is: ________________________________________________________________

List at least 5 responsibilities or things this person must do for this job. You can include describing words that would help this person be a great worker!

1. _________________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________________
4. _________________________________________________________________________
5. _________________________________________________________________________